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This book, the Fifth Revised Edition of a well-known introductory textbook, has remained in steady demand for the past forty years. The new edition covers events up to the middle of 2003, and takes account of the fresh perspectives brought about by the end of the Cold War and the new global situation following the events of September 11, 2001. It is also concerned with the demographic trends which are at the heart of so many African problems today, the ravages of diseases such as AIDS and malaria, and the conflicts waged by warlords fighting for control of scarce resources.   Previous Edition Hb (1994): 0-521-41946-8   Previous Edition Pb (1994): 0-521-42970-6     

       This book is addressed primarily to college students beginning a course in African Studies. It is comprised of two chapters on the people's of africa at the turn of the 18th and 19th centuries, a study of the commercial and ideological penetration of Africa by the outside world during the first three quarters of the 19th century, two chapters on the partition and colonisation of Africa by the European powers, and six more which deal with the period of active colonial rule between 1885 and 1960. The last third of the book is concerned with the history of independent Africa during the last years of the 20th century.
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Systems Modelling: Theory and PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Systems Modelling: Theory and Practice brings together some of the leading minds in the fields of Systems Modelling and Operational Research, to produce a book which addresses issues that are of both practical importance and theoretical significance. This union of the theory and practice of Systems Modelling incorporates both...
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Writing and Querying MapReduce Views in CouchDBO'Reilly, 2011

	
		If you are reading this book, then you likely have already installed CouchDB, explored the Futon web administration console, and created a few documents using the cURL command-line tool. You may even have created a CouchApp or other type of application that accesses documents stored in a CouchDB database. However, to use CouchDB for...
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Applying Psychology to Everyday Life: A Beginner's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006


	I began by wanting to write a book entitled something like Where Psychology Has

	Gone Wrong. The reason for this desire came from thinking that psychology is

	a far more interesting and stimulating subject than it would appear to be from

	a glance at some academic texts and journal articles. Also, many students begin

	their...
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Female Pelvic Medicine and Reconstructive Pelvic SurgerySpringer, 2003

	This text includes sections on anatomy, normal and abnormal physiology, investigation techniques, inflammatory conditions and treatment options. The international panel of contributors is at the forefront of research in the field; the editors have assembled these contributors and topics that span the entire range of pelvic floor disorders in...
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GARCH Models: Structure, Statistical Inference and Financial ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Provides a comprehensive and updated study of GARCH models and their applications in finance, covering new developments in the discipline

	
		This book provides a comprehensive and systematic approach to understanding GARCH time series models and their applications whilst presenting the most advanced results...
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Core C# and .NET : The Complete and Comprehensive Developer's Guide to C# 2.0 and .NET 2.0 (Core)Prentice Hall, 2005
Core C# and .NET is the no-nonsense, example-rich guide to  achieving exceptional results with C# 2.0 and .NET 2.0. Writing for  experienced programmers, Stephen Perry presents today's best  practices for leveraging both C# 2.0 language features and  Microsoft's .NET 2.0 infrastructure.

Like all books in...
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